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Textile dyeing processes are responsible for the colour of the textile wastewater, major environmental
problems for the textile sector. In order to meet legislative requirements, coloured wastewaters have to be
treated. Oxidative treatments proved to be among the most efficient and one of the most effective oxidation
agents is the hydrogen peroxide. In this paper the kinetics of the colour removal of wastewater produced in
the reactive dyeing of cellulose fibers when using a Fenton like system (hydrogen peroxide – CuO/Al2O3
catalyst) was investigated. Different dyes and dyeing concentrations are tested, and chemical oxygen
demand decrease is monitorised as well. The results are compared with those obtained when using a
classical Fenton process for removing the colour of the wastewater. Plotting ln(C0/Ct) versus time for each
of the studied reactive dyes linear dependencies have been obtained, leading to the conclusion that the
process follows a pseudo-first order kinetic model at each pH. The rate constant at different pH values and
the half-life were calculated as well. Regression analyses conducted to a model of the process that match
well with experimental data.
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Dyeing operations generate a large portion of the textile
industry’s total wastewater [1-5]. The primary source of
wastewater in dyeing operations is spent dye bath and
wash water. The residual colour in the textile effluent
depends upon the nature of the dye that have been used
and the dyeing procedure. Among the various dye classes,
reactive dyes are characterised by low fixation rates, and
therefore contribute more significantly to the colour of the
textile wastewater [6-12]. Studied proved that, in general,
dyes are not toxic to the environment, but even so colour in
the water streams reduce light penetration, affecting the
growth of plants and impacting of other forms of life.

In order to meet legislative requirements, coloured
wastewaters are usually treated in a chemical-physical or
in an active sludge biochemical plant. Many methods,
though effective, yield high waste treatment cost in terms
of sludge handling and disposal. From this point of view,
oxidative treatments seem to be promising because they
involve negligible sludge quantities. One of the most
efficient oxidation agents is the hydrogen peroxide. The
speed of the decolourisation process and its efficiency are
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of major importance [13-16].
In this paper the kinetics of the colour removal of

wastewater produced in the reactive dyeing of cellulose
fibers when using a Fenton like system (hydrogen peroxide
– CuO/Al2O3 catalyst) was investigated. We have analyzed
three reactive dyes, at common dye house effluent
concentration. Beside the decolourisation process,
chemical oxygen demand decrease was monitorised. The
results were compared with those obtained when using a
classical Fenton reactive for removing the colour of the
wastewater.

Experimental part
Materials

The reactive dyes that have been used were Reactive
Yellow 145, Reactive Red 40 and Reactive Violet 4
(chemical structures are shown in Table 1). Dyeing was
performed on 100% cotton knitted fabric using producer’s
prescription, by a batch process. The catalyst was prepared
using (Cu(NO3)2· 3H2O) and Al2O3, by wet mixing at a
molecular ratio of 3:1 in a semi wet system, followed by
drying at 110°C and calcination at 600°C.

Table 1
 CHEMICAL STRUCTURES OF THE

ANALYSED REACTIVE DYES
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Discoloration procedure
We have used synthetically produced wastewater,

which contains besides the dye all the other auxiliaries
used in a genuine dyeing process, which are sodium sulfate,
used as electrolyte for dye exhaustion, and sodium
carbonate, that generates the alkaline medium for dye
fixation. The catalytical oxidation of the wastewater was
made in a laboratory device that consisted in a 500mL
Erlenmeyer flask with magnetically stirring. The catalyst
in powder form was suspended in the solution during the
treatment. After 30 min the catalyst was separated by
centrifugation and the colour was measured
spectrophotometrically. For every discoloration treatment,
the parameters were as follows: 120mg/L dye
concentration; 100mL wastewater ; 100mg catalyst
(concentration 1 g/L solution); 2mL H2O2 (30% w/w);
neutral pH (pH was adjusted using hydrochloric acid 1M);
26oC room temperature.

Degree of discoloration determination
The percentage degree of discoloration was calculated

as ratio between the decrease in the absorbance and the
absorbance of the untreated sample.

    (1)

where:
Abso - absorbance of the untreated sample;
Absf - absorbance of the treated sample.
The absorbance was measured at maximum absorption

wavelength (416nm for Reactive Yellow 145, 520 for
Reactive Red 40 and 545nm for Reactive Violet 4) using a
Spectro UV/ Vis Dual Beam Labomed UVS-2800
spectrophotometer.

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) measurement
The COD value was determined according to the

Romanian standard method: a sample of the wastewater

(treated and untreated) is refluxed in strongly acidic
solution with a known excess of potassium dichromate in
the presence of silver sulfate. The organic matter that exists
in the sample is oxidized by the potassium dichromate.
The dichromate that exceeds the stoichiometric value was
titrated with ferrous ammonium sulfate, using ferroin as
an indicator. At equivalence point the colour of the solution
changes from green blue to reddish blue. The amount of
K2Cr207 consumed is converted in the oxidizable matter
that is calculated in terms of oxygen equivalent.

Results and discussions
The UV – VIS absorption spectra for each dye solution

proved that the oxidation takes place at the chromophore
bonds level, resulting in a significant discoloration of the
residual solution (the peaks in the visible range are levelled)
[17-21]. The variation of the dye content in the synthetical
baths during the oxidation treatment is shown in figure 1.

It can be seen that the dye concentration decrease
significantly, reaching under 0.04 g/L for the yellow and
the violet dye, and less then 0.06 mg/L for the red dye.

When graphing ln (C0/Ct) versus time, where Co
represents the initial dye concentration, and Ct the dye
concentration at time t, the graph that we have obtain is
linear, then leads to the conclusion that we deal with a first
order reaction, described by an equation of the sort:

where:
Co - initial dye concentration;
Ct - dye concentration at time t;
k - rate constant (proportionality constant).
The graphs ln (C0/Ct) versus time for the three studied

reactive dyes [22-25] is shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2. ln (C0/Ct) versus time and fitting of
the kinetic curves

Fig. 1. Dye concentration vs. oxidative
discoloration time
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For all the three discoloration processes half time (t1/2)

was calculated using the relation: 

The kinetical data and the correlation coefficient for the
decolourisation processes are shown in table 2.

Table 3 shows the initial and final values of the COD. It
can be seen that the COD decrease (23- 45%) is not as
important as the colour decrease (60-80%), which leads
to the conclusion that the action of the oxygen peroxide
was focused on the chromophore of the dye. A slight
reflectance decrease in the UV range (λ= 250nm) could
suggest that the aromatical part of the dye molecule has
been primarily attacked by the oxidant.

As it can be seen from table 4, Fenton’s Reagent is more
efficient in the case of the dye that is more resistant to
oxidation, but in the case of easy oxidized dyes the system
H2O2/ CuO/Al2O3 proves to be more effective.

Conclusions
Colour removal of wastewater from cellulose dyeing

with reactive dyes can be performed using a Fenton like
system consisting in hydrogen peroxide associated with a
CuO/Al2O3 catalyst. The discoloration reaction follows a
first order law, and its efficiency is at least similar if not
better then the Fenton’s discoloration process. The
decrease in chemical oxygen demand is important, but
smaller then the colour decrease, which suggests that the
destruction is focused on the chromophore of the dye.
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